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Jesse Cruse. Purchased on Jan 12, Dec 22, Everything was packed well I receive what I ordered.
Thank you so much good job keep up the good work Samuel satisfied customer. Joseph
Edwards. Purchased on Dec 14, Dec 10, Replacement Electrical Coils. Coils went right on top of
new spark plugs. Car - a Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited with 4. Bob Magness. Purchased on Nov
24, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. The computer monitors the circuit between it
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Statement. The through Jeep Grand Cherokee L6 4. A coil pack converts the energy from your
volt battery into the 35, plus volts needed to fire the spark plugs. A bad coil pack can cause the
engine to misfire. The coil pack has three separate ignition coils bundled into one unit and you
must replace the entire unit if one of the coils is faulty. You can test the coil pack in your Jeep
Grand Cherokee by measuring the electrical resistance of the coil pack with an ohmmeter. Put
on your safety glasses and open the hood. Disconnect the negative cable from the battery and
place it out of the way so that it will not make contact with the battery terminal while you work.
Locate the coil pack. The coil pack is a long black unit, bolted directly on the cylinder head on
the left side of the engine. The coil pack attaches directly to the spark plugs. Pry the coil pack
away from the engine head. Grasp each end of the coil pack and work it back and forth until you
can remove the coil pack boots from the spark plugs. Lift the coil pack up slightly until you gain
access to the electrical connector on the back side of the unit. Depress the clip on the electrical
connector and unplug it from the coil pack. Remove the coil pack. Touch the ohmmeter leads to
the connectors in the first spark plug boot. Your meter should read from 6, to 30, ohms. Repeat
this on each spark plug boots. Replace the coil pack if the measurement falls outside of this
range. Set the ohmmeter to the 10 ohms range. Touch the center prong on the electrical
connector with one of the leads and the first spark plug boot with the other. Your meter should
read less than 2 ohms. Repeat this while touching the second lead to each spark plug boot.
Replace the coil pack if the measurement is higher than 2 ohms. Replace the coil pack with a
working coil pack, if necessary. Reinstall it following the removal procedure in reverse. Dustin
Thornton has been writing since He has served as a newspaper columnist for the "Troy
Tropolitan" and a contributor to various websites. Thornton received a partial scholarship for an
outstanding essay in He has a Bachelor of Science in business administration from Troy
University. Step 1 Put on your safety glasses and open the hood. Step 2 Locate the coil pack.
Step 3 Remove the four coil pack mounting bolts using a ratchet. Step 4 Pry the coil pack away
from the engine head. Step 5 Lift the coil pack up slightly until you gain access to the electrical
connector on the back side of the unit. Step 6 Place the coil pack on a flat surface. Step 7 Turn
on your ohmmeter and set it to the 20, ohms range. Step 8 Touch the ohmmeter leads to the
connectors in the first spark plug boot. Step 9 Set the ohmmeter to the 10 ohms range. Safety
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Mitsubishi. Product Reviews. They delivered when promised and provided installation
instructions that were very helpful. I was very happy with how the parts were packaged for
shipment. They were in excellent condition when received. I was skeptical about getting spark
plugs shipped , not a box was damaged. Definitely order from 1A auto on a regular basis. Coil
packs and spark plugs. I have never been avid when it comes to ordering things online like
clothes. I was merely price checking on auto parts when I found them. As I searched for my
vehicles, their system allows "guaranteed to fit". I decided to order. My first order was,
completely, correct. I have since ordered several items from them. And, their videos are spot on.
I'm 50 years old, and vehicles have changed dramatically. Thank you for your attention to detail.
Plugs and Coil Kit. Guaranteed fit for vehicle. After shopping around I came back to 1A auto to
make this purchase, quick turn around and usually free shipping. Installed with no issues, I
could feel the difference in performance instantly when going uphill. I've purchased other items
in the past from 1A Auto and have never had an issue from window regulators to rotors. With
the online videos getting you started it's a one stop shop. Misfire is gone. Had a bad ignitor.
New plugs and ignitors did the trick. Excellent parts and services. Very highly recommended,
quality parts and excellent customer service department. Call Now Customer service.
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resistant boot and superior insulation to prevent voltage leaks. NGK's coils have Integrated
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to ensure optimal vehicle operation. MSD Ignition Coil. United Automotive Ignition Coil. United
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Direct Ignition Coil. Features: All coils are durability tested at cycles of thermal shock to F , to
ensure reliability from extreme vibration 24 hours salt spray test ensures sensors provide high
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Includes; 8 Ignition Coils. SKP Ignition Coil. November 17th, Posted by Great product. Catalog:
E. Vehicle Engine Jeep Liberty. Catalog: B. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Vehicle Jeep
Liberty. Catalog: A. Catalog: F. Catalog: T. Catalog: C. Catalog: S. Log in or Sign up. Misfire not
fixed with plugs and coils. Jan 13, at PM 1. All, OK, a little concerned about Jeep Liberty. We
were getting cylinder 4 misfires so I replaced all plugs and coils yesterday. I had done some
troubleshooting and moving the coil did not change the misfire but changing the plug appeared
to initially eliminate the misfire and since I had already purchased the coils, I went ahead and
replaced them as well. Plugs did not look bad all around. Gap and color appeared pretty good
but number 4 had some oil on the back of the ground electrode which concerned me a little but I
took a test drive up and down the local bypass about miles and all seemed good cleared the
CEL before the test drive. We got in the Jeep today and the misfire and flashing CEL were back
right after starting it in the driveway. Also, when my wife backed the Jeep out of the driveway it
was blowing a little blue smoke which we had not seen before. We bought the Jeep back in
February and have put about 7, miles on it this year including a vacation trip down to
Charleston and no major issues. Currently it has about , miles on it. It appeared to be a very well
taken care of example when we bought it with no rust and a relatively clean engine
compartment not Any expert thoughts on what could be the likely cause? With the oil and blue
smoke is it more likely to be a valve guide issue since it seemed OK yesterday during my test
drive and only exhibited issues this morning after sitting over night or is more likely a ring
issue? Thanks for any advice you can give us. Not looking forward to repair costs. Jan 13, at PM
2. Thoughts, Sometimes it takes several driving cycles to clear codes. You used the NGK
copper core plugs and gapped as stated on your emisions sticker on the front frame on top of
the radiator under the hood. Can't think of anything else at the moment. I am sure other more
experienced members will chime in. Jan 13, at PM 3. Please answer Dave's questions as above!
A flashing Engine light means serious code- as in turn off the Jeep! Was the code still a misfire
4 then? I would pull the 4 spark plug and let us have a look at it in a photo. Also time to pull the
valve cover as well as inspection time! Any objectionable rocker noise? Jan 13, at PM 4. At this
point the most useful test is a compression test. Since you moved the coil before replacement
and no change it's not the coil no matter the brand and if a new plug helped for a bit it sounds
mechanical issue. Jan 14, at AM 5. Jan 14, at AM 6. Jan 14, at AM 7. Jan 16, at PM 8. I don't know
if this will help, but this happened to me also. Misfiring all the time put new plugs and replace
some of the coils and it kept coming back. After I talk to my one of my good friends at work who

is a shade tree mechanic, he asked me what grade of gas I was using. I said the cheap stuff. He
told me absolutely no way will the Jeep engine run good on cheap gas. Use the high-octane 91
and after I did that this thing is really beautiful. Jan 17, at AM 9. I replied in more detail to
grmpy's post on his own issue But if it does improve with that switch, it should give you a
direction on where to go to fix it properly. FWIW, my Jeep engine has run perfectly for the 7
years that I've owned it on "cheap gas"; meaning just regular unleaded 87 octane. If this does
anything at all to improve your situation Herron, start looking into options to decarbonize the
engine. Might be excessive carbon build up stopping the valves from closing all the way, or
causing pre-ignition and resultant misfires. Jan 17, at PM Last edited: Jan 17, Jan 18, at AM Jan
18, at PM I had an '89 Nissan sx that ran perfectly on 87 octane gas and that's what it called for.
At which time it started knocking on 87 octane and the emissions which had been almost nil
went up. Switched to 89 octane and all my problems went away. Gave it the good stuff now and
again and always got better mileage from it - and it responded well to it, too. Jan 19, at AM Jan
19, at PM Some times it depends on the brand gas too. Had a old rabbit that hated shell 87
octane, ran fine on every other brand. Jeeps I've never had be picky about where the fuel comes
from. However all the different seasonal blends who knows. You can still find real gasoline
without ethanol but it's costly, like finding lead gasoline when I was a kid. Better than the 80s
zed far as weight to power. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk Pro. Feb 18, at PM Problem
turned out to be a blown head gasket and apparently at the number 4 cylinder. You must log in
or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Log
in or Sign up. Coil pack resistanace testing for Dummies? Apr 2, at PM 1. Could not find
anything in the FSM? What should the resistance be when removed from Jeep? How is this
done? My jeep has a slight miss my guess, engine shake no codes present. Or is there any way
in live data to find out what cylinder is being effected? One could possibly say that all the coil
pack ohm readings should be close and if one is out to Lunch , maybe that is the bad one? Apr
2, at PM 2. Apr 3, at AM 3. Primary side resistance jumping across the two electrical prongs ,
should be between. Secondary side resistance between either of those two prongs and the
connector inside the boot should be between 6, - 9, ohms. Apr 3, at AM 4. Checking the
resistance involves 2 parts: 1. Apr 3, at AM 5. How do guys know this? Was it somewhere in the
FSM or over at lost or? Apr 3, at AM 6. I had a printout from autozone. I also have a Hayne's
manual. Apr 3, at AM 7. Never would have thought the Hayne's had the coil pack test in there.
Apr 3, at AM 8. My next question that just came to mind is: If one of the coil packs are out of
spec, could it cause a slight misfire without tripping the engine light? That would explain the
slight engine shake and possible hesitation. Apr 3, at AM 9. I've had bad coils in the past, not
the Jeep yet, but they always caused a cylinder misfire code. If one is bad enough to cause a
rough running engine, I'd expect a code to be thrown. We'll see what your ohm test comes up
with. Apr 3, at AM Autozone does not test ignition coils. The associate printed out the service
bulletin for it which was how to check the resistances of the ignition coils. Also the resistant
values are in the FSM under the ignition control section. You probably need a successive
amount of misfiring for the CEL to go on. However, I've had an experience when I was driving
on the freeway when the CEL would flash on then off after hitting slight bump. The stored code
was a p, p Switch the coils and the problem did not follow and I have not seen that issue since.
Maybe you might want to check whether there were any stored codes. Last edited: Apr 3, Could
the resistance value somehow be effected by over tightening the 10mm coil nut? Is there a
torque spec for that nut? From my cheatsheet, it is 70 in-lbs. Apr 3, at PM Readings with
alligator clips were inconclusive. Only with the most secure connection was I able to get it to
read properly. Got the 6th spark plug installed today, no change.. Will see how he does to figure
it out. Going to be a while before I got time to mess around more with this. Honestly, 6k to 9k
ohm is a pretty wide range. OK is good enough. They sell what? A new connector with bare wire
end or? Sure would like to find a secure coil connection. Ok is good enough.. It is too bad my
motor still shakes a bit, and fells like something's fubar.. Looks like the KJ's headed into the
shop soon. I saw it in a clearance bin, which had a connector to a banana and another banana
to a rod to test the secondary resistance. Can't seem to google it. All I see are spark testers.
Forgive the n00b question, but what all is in there, anyway? Ignition coil - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Apr 4, at AM My engine shake may be normal. The first time I felt it my first
observation was something seems out of balance You must log in or sign up to reply here.
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d I am well please with the product just not the time for delivery. Purchased on Oct 06, Sep 13,
Good product. They are perfect for my jeep. Marie Paule Buffetrille. Purchased on Aug 29, Apr
12, I got the part when they said I would. They were paged good and great shape. Just got a
used Jeep Liberty that run pretty rough. I replace the coils and there were three differ makes of
in it. It ran one hundred percent better. David Gates. Purchased on Mar 29, Helpful Automotive
Resources. Typically, code P is set in a COP system. There are several types of ignition
systems, including a distributor, coil pack, or coil on plug COP type systems. But like anything
else, ignition coils can eventually fail, and when that happens, the engine will begin to misfire.
And as a result, the check engine light will turn on. What Does the P Code Mean? Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
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